Physical explanation of hyperconductivity and thermal superconductivity existence is done in given article on the basis of inherent atomic nuclei oscillations in atoms of materials which are connected with electrons and phonons and in accordance with the well known Bardeen-CooperSchrieffer superconductivity theory.
Values T h may be calculated by taking into account the material parameters, EVC concentration (N) and values of the connection constants between electrons and phonons (S) [5, 6, 7, 8] . So, that experimental values T h , in dependence from average value of a material atomic number (Z mid ), occupy band with the well known width about 300K. Borders of this band coincide with the calculated maximal and minimal values T h according to maximal and minimal EVC concentrations in materials. Increase Z mid corresponds to reduction T h and on the contrary, reduction Z mid corresponds to increase T h . Heating of such material is higher T h causes sharp and unguided reduction of its electric resistance. Resistance remains lowered and even zero in the temperature range including near room temperatures and higher temperatures, beginning from T h up to 800K and is higher, presumably above of a material melting and in liquid material. Two peaks of thermopower (Seebeck effect) with different polarity precede the sharp reduction of electric resistance, whereupon thermal and electrical resistances diminish practically up to zero. It show the phenomena of hyperconductivity and thermal superconductivity. These (and some others) physical properties are characteristic only for EVC containing semiconductors and undoubtedly are caused by the EVC.
All in all, hyperconductivity is identical to superconductivity, but differs from superconductivity by the physical mechanism of the new phase formation. Hyperconductivity arises at heating of semiconductors containing EVC above T h , but superconductivity arises at cooling of superconductors below temperature of superconducting transition (T c ). Existence of hyperconductivity sometimes excites some doubts and consequently demands for explanation, an establishing of hyperconductivity connection with known physical theories and representations. This task appears simple in connection with discovery of inherent (I-) oscillations of atomic nuclei in atoms of materials, and also due to known connection of EVC I-oscillations with hyperconductivity.
The main purpose of given article is to prove physically the opportunity of hyperconductivity existence as independent physical phenomenon and establish the quantitative and qualitative connection of hyperconductivity with superconductivity.
II. HYPERCONDUCTIVITY COMPARISON WITH SUPERCONDUCTIVITY
The superconductivity, discovered by Kamerling Onnes in 1911, traditionally is considered as the low-temperature phenomenon. One of the important parameters of every superconductor material is the characteristic temperature of its superconducting transition T c . Cooling down of a superconductor up to temperature T c gives rise to sharp decrease practically up to zero of its electric resistance which remains the same at the further cooling. By present time, many superconducting materials with various values T c are discovered experimentally, empirically. High-temperature superconductors for which value T c exceeds 20K are picked out among them. Perovskite-like metallic oxide have value T c reaching 134K. Superconductors with T ∼ = 200K are known [9] . Searching for superconductors with temperatures of superconducting transitions in room temperatures area and higher is continuing. An opportunity of superconductivity existence at room temperatures and at higher temperatures has not been proved, but it also has not been disproved.
The superconductivity theories describe properties of superconducting conditions, but, unfortunately, do not predict superconducting properties of materials. Therefore known superconductors are found out empirically, without the theoretical forecast, practically "blindly". Meanwhile the principal opportunity of superconductivity existence even at very high temperatures is in known theories of superconductivity, in particular in (BCS) theory of J. Bardeen, L. N. Cooper, J. R. Schrieffer [10] . Such opportunity was known long ago, tens years ago, and consists in formation of a superconducting condition with participation of phonons of materials with big energies. Discovery of inherent oscillations of atomic nuclei in atoms of materials (having the big energy quantums, exceeding energy of optical and acoustic phonons in some times [7, 8, 11] has allowed us to carry out this opportunity practically. Using of inherent oscillations allows to bring about hyperconductivity and typical for it zero electrical resistance and zero thermal resistance even at very high temperatures.
Theories explain superconductivity by effective connection between electrons and elastic oscillations of materials that are in the consent with results of optical, microwave, ultrasonic and other researches, and also was confirmed by isotopic effect. In particular the BCS theory allows to define the basic physical parameters of superconductors and to calculate characteristic temperatures of superconducting transition
where Elastic I-oscillations of atomic nuclei inside atoms or ions can exist in materials in addition to acoustic and optical oscillations. α-, β-and γ-types of the oscillations and waves of such oscillations are known [5, 7, 8, 11] . Energies of I-oscillations may be described by the formula of linear quantum harmonious oscillator EVC have big capture cross section of electrons (holes), due to strong electron-phonon connection. Electrons and holes become localized on specified electron-vibrational levels of EVC. One of the levels with quantum number ν = ν * dominates in recombination processes.
In result, electric charges collects on the given energy level, Fermi level F is being fixed on this level F = E(ν * ) = E * . Density of electron-vibrational conditions on Fermi level zero at temperatures higher than temperature T h , but at T < T h R has nonzero value.
Temperature T h can be determined, using parameters of a material. Really, according to the theory of electron-vibrational transitions [1, 2, 3, 4] in such transition on EVC participate S phonons on the average. Speed of thermal generation of electrons in a stationary condition in a material should be equal to their recombination speed. Next expression connecting concentration N of EVC centers, temperature hyprconductivity transition T = T h and a constant of electron-phonon connection S follow from this condition: The considered energy diagram of a hyperconductor is identical to the energy diagram of a superconductor in BCS theory. According to this theory, in energy spectrum of initial J-multiple degenerated (one-partial) quantum system the degeneration is removed due to paired interaction between various one-partial conditions. J-multiple degenerated discrete energy level of initial system gives rise to energy band containing (J-1) levels, and one discrete level, separated from this band on −Jǫ. The analogy between hyperconductors and superconductors also supposes probable pres- The physical phenomena of hyperconductivity and heat superconductivity exist due to strong electron-phonon connection provided by EVC. Electron-phonon connection exzist on EVC due to an exchange of energy between system of atomic nuclei and electronic system of a material. In other words, these phenomena are possible only in nonadiabatic conditions, beyond the well known adiabatic Born -Oppenheimer approach [15] and undoubtedly refer to nonadiabatic phenomena, to nonadiabatic electronics [16, 17] . 
V. CONCLUSION
Thus, it is evident that hyperconductivity is superconductivity caused by inherent oscillations of atomic nuclei in atoms and by their connection with electrons and phonons thanks to electron-vibrational centers in materials. Hyperconductivity existence from about room temperature up to higher temperatures is proved now. Undoubtedly, hyperconductivity is the self-supporting, independent physical phenomenon which combines superconductivity with thermal superconductivity.
Hyperconductivity phenomenon is easily realizable in practice, enables various applications and belongs to up-to-date nonadiabatic electronics.
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